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Nismo Offers NISMO N Attack Package  
for 2017 NISSAN GT-R (R35) NISMO  

 
YOKOHAMA, Japan (January 13, 2017) - Nissan Motorsports International Co., Ltd. (Nismo) is offering 
the “NISMO N Attack Package,” which takes the dedicated parts used by the NISSAN GT-R NISMO at the 
Nürburgring circuit, where it recorded the fastest time of any other volume production car, and combines 
them with assembly at the directly managed NISMO Omori Factory. This package will now be offered to 
the 2017 NISSAN GT-R(R35) NISMO and Nismo will be accepting orders from January 13th.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In September, 2013, at the Nürburgring circuit, the NISSAN GT-R NISMO recorded a time of 7 minutes 
8.679 seconds, a time which shattered the NISSAN GT-R’s own previous best time by more than 10 
seconds. The exclusive parts that were outfitted to the car for this time attack were consolidated into the 
“NISMO N Attack Package” for the 2014 and 2015 model and have now been applied to the 2017 vehicle. 
With tuning targeted to achieve authentic sports driving, customers will be able to further experience the 
inherent performance that the GT-R is capable of.  
 
There are two types of packages on offer in order to meet the unique needs of our customers. The 
complete “N Attack Package A kit” (two seat spec / Transport Bureau approval for structural changes 
required) which allows you to fully enjoy the same performance of the time attack car and the "N Attack 
Package B kit" (four seat spec) which is based on the A kit but also gives consideration to everyday use. 
For both the A and B kit delivery of the vehicle is received by Nismo via NHPC (Nissan High Performance 
Center) and, after assembly and driving tests the car will be delivered to you. 
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In addition, the car can also be equipped with the optional, competition exclusive parts of a dedicated 
carbon hood gurney and six-point seatbelt intended for use only in closed circuits  
 
Compatible model: 2017 NISSAN GT-R（R35） NISMO (limited to vehicles registered in Japan)  
 
 
■Package contents (components):       

※1You have the option of changing the driver’s seat only (Cost charged separately) 
 
Price  N Attack Package A kit ¥9,000,000 (base price excl. consumption tax)※2  

※2 Parts, assembly and painting costs included 
There may be additional charges depending on the paint color 
and condition of the car  
Costs and expenses related to obtaining approval for 
structural changes will be charged separately 
The vehicle inspection period will be 2 years 

 
  N Attack Package B kit ¥5,000,000 (base price excl. consumption tax)※3 
     Parts, assembly and painting costs included. 
     There may be additional charges depending on the paint color  
     and condition of the car 
 
Nismo will retain a portion of the parts that become unnecessary due to installation of these products 

 
■ NISMO N Attack Package optional parts  

Component part Specifications  Price excl. consumption tax 

Dedicated carbon hood 
gurney 

Dry carbon fiber, competition exclusive (can not be 
used on public roads) clear coated  ¥ 80,000  

Six-point seatbelt 
WILLANS brand, 3 inch full harness (2 inch 
shoulder), competition exclusive (can not be used 
on public roads) 

¥ 100,000  

Full bucket seat (driver’s) 
for B kit 
 

B kit use, driver’s seat only ¥ 650,000  

Part Component part Specifications A kit B kit 

Engine: 
Powertrain: 

Dedicated intercooler 
piping Carbon ○ ― 

Dedicated ECM Special alteration parts ○ ○ 

Dedicated Front L.S.D. Mechanical 1.5 way ○ ― 

Dedicated Rear L.S.D. Mechanical 2 way, carbon plate ○ ― 

Suspension: 
Brakes: 

Dedicated shocks and 
springs 

Shocks: OHLINS brand, height adjustable、 
Damping force adjusted 4WAY 

○ ○ 

Dedicated stabilizers  Variable roll-rigidity type ○ ○ 

Dedicated front brake pads Altered friction materials ○ ○ 

Exterior: 

Dedicated carbon front 
fenders Dry carbon, flick incl. ○ ○ 

Dedicated front add-on 
spoiler 

Rubber ○ ○ 

Dedicated carbon rear 
wing 

Blade: dry carbon 
Legs: aluminum + carbon dry cover 

○ ○ 

Interior: 

Dedicated full bucket seats Left & right, RECARO brand, carbon shell 
type 

○ ―※1 

Quilting cross mat  For removal of back seat  ○ ― 

Dedicated carbon rear 
bulkhead Dry carbon ○ ― 
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For more details, safety instructions or for dealers of this product, please visit: 
http://www.nismo.co.jp/en/misc/contact.html 
 
 
●Regarding the new parts lineup for the NISSAN GT-R 
As a new parts lineup for the Nissan GT-R, Nismo is going to expand its range of high performance parts 
and tuning menus for NISSAN GT-Rs whose new car warranty period has already passed. The company 
will continue releasing products for current vehicles for which Nissan’s new car warranty currently applies. 
Utilizing the know-how cultivated through Nismo’s production racecar activities, we aim to produce a 
line-up that allows our customers to further enjoy sports car driving. 
 

### 


